95.2c* **Gabi-Gabi** Maryborough district  
(95.1c)

**Gabi-Gabi** (AC, AIAS), **Kabikabi** (SAW, O’G, ’RLS’),  
**Kabi-Kabi** (NH), **Kabi** (Heap)

Holmer has gathered what remains from some reasonably knowledgeable informants at Cherbourg.

'man':  *dhan* (NH);  *dan, tjan* (C:164);  *dhan* (C:166)

95.3a* **Daribalang** Bundaberg area  
(95.2a)

**Daribalang** (AC, AIAS), **Taribeleng** (SAW, O’G, ’RLS’)

Presumed extinct. Wurm retains this classification.

95.3b* **Dulua** See ’RLS’  
(95.3b)

**Dulua** (AC, AIAS), **Tulua** (SAW, O’G, ’RLS’)

Presumed extinct.

'man':  *dan* (C:163)

95.3c* **Goeng-Goeng**  
(95.3c)

**Goeng-Goeng** (NH), **Goeng** (SAW, O’G, ’RLS’), **Going** (AC, AIAS, SAW alt. sp.)

Holmer is studying old vocabularies in Watson and Curr. He says phonetically the language name is /gu'ing/.

'man':  *dan* (C:163)

96.  
  c. Kingkel Subgroup

Roth's 200 word vocabularies in "Reports of the Aborigines of Queensland" in **Ka-run-ba-ra** (which he says is a sub-tribe of **Warrabal** - another name for **Darambal** ? ), **Wa-pa-ba-ra**, **Ta-rumbal** and **Ra-ki-wa-ra** need clarifying. They are, with Wurm's material and a little Holmer salvaged, all we have of this subgroup.